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The truth revealed was when a young man, Nick Kostovic, made public his findings about the power of the Universe, the achieved knowledge he performs in the healing systems of our days. Doctors, patients, and common people thought of him as a magician who penetrated from the clouds to announce a new truth. And this is what it was—a new truth. The community of coastal Los Angeles became stunned when terminally sick people began to feel better, when invalids began to walk, when memories returned to Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s-diseased patients. For the past thirty years, Kostovic has conducted research on the effects of neurological disorders on human beings and spent the last fifteen years working on several projects in connection with bioenergetic physical therapy. The purpose of the therapy was to discover how to stimulate and heal the central nervous system by awakening the billions of passive nerve cells and by strengthening the active nerve cells. Kostovic created biological and chemical electricity, and when properly applied on the diseased human body, it slows down the process of aging and cures terminal degenerative diseases. The applied power emanates from the elementary field of sun’s rays, which he conducts through the body of the patient. Doomed to the systems of categories, experts did not know where to place his theories or how to disregard his successful practice. As is the case in great discoveries, people at first stayed away, letting time explain to them the new truth. This book explains that every alive and dormant element of life recuperates. This proves the indestructible character of human life. With his biotechnological method and equipment he engineered, he has successfully treated strokes, ALS, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, rheumatoid arthritis, and more than anything else, cancer of the brain and throat and other neurodegenerative diseases. His BTE, Biotechnological Energizer is wireless equipment that releases biological electricity using the body of the therapist as a conductor. It thus created energies that penetrate to the organism of the body without any side effects. BTE is able to precisely identify and strike any location in the diseased organs. It creates energetic vibrations similar to the needles of acupuncture. Biological laser rays are transferred through mineral and biological agents, converting natural acids into the new energetic forms of enriched biological laser rays. These cases are documented in his application for Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR). As one of his patients suffering from Parkinson’s and visiting his institute, I was not only one hundred percent cured but also have noticed other patients entering his office, and after a time of therapy, they exit healthy, smiling, walking, and confident that they will live. The Department of Health and Human Resources became interested in Kostovic’s theories. He was invited to submit his application for a research grant to further advance his theories and practice. The decision of the department at this point is still pending. Ordinary people he cured and those with big names who learned about him have given him recognition. Among them are Representative Douglas Ose and many others. People and whole families have travelled from foreign countries, mainly Europe, to visit with him and undergo his therapy. As a contemporary of these events, I could but marvel at the attention and veneration these people had for him.

Nick Kostovic practices in the Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, area. His office has become a veritable place of pilgrimage.
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